Thirdly it follows easily from these observations and the residual nilpotence of free groups that G is parafree of rank r.
Finally we observe that G is not finitely generated, but that G/y 2 G is free abelian of rank two. Hence G is not free. 1. Introduction. We describe here some results on the structure of a Lie algebra in terms of its nilpotent and solvable subalgebras. Proofs will appear elsewhere.
In the following discussions, F is an arbitrary field, £ is a (finite dimensional) Lie algebra over F and F is a (finite dimensional) vector space over F.
2. Arbitrary Lie algebras. Let 91 be a set of linear transformations in V such that the Lie algebra generated by 91 over F is nilpotent. Then, as is well known, V has a unique vector space decomposition F=F 0 (9l) + F*(9l) (direct) where F*(9l) is 9l-stable, F 0 (9l) is 9l-stable and 911 v 0 (vo consists of nilpotent transformations, and where Fo(9l) is maximal with respect to the latter two properties.
One has the following theorem, in spite of the fact that a nilpotent linear Lie algebra cannot always be triangulized over the algebraic closure of its base field. THEOREM In the next section, properties of the function a* and its relations to j3* are described. (
The properties (1) and (2) are conveniently represented by the following "exact sequences/' where 3C' ranges over Cart £': (1) 3C'=a*(3C); (2) 3C normalizes 3C' ; (3) 3Cn<£'C3C'. THEOREM 4. Z,£j ^ hypothesis be as in Theorem 2. Far X in Cart <£, fej 3e'=a*(3C) awd 3C==j3*(3C). TA^w 3C normalizes 3C' awrf ^ subsets Cart £ 0 (ad 3C'), Cart fil (Wi) of Cart <£ satisfy the following properties: (1) Cart £o (ad SC') H Cart jff" 1^) = @art 3C+3C'; (2) *ƒ F is infinite, eart £ 0 (ad 3C') = Cart jS"- 1 
(3C) if awi only if £' is nilpotent and £°°(Z£'.
It is known that there are solvable Lie algebras over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p>0 having Cartan subalgebras of different dimensions. This provides a strongly negative answer to the question of conjugacy of Cartan subalgebras of an arbitrary Lie algebra. The situation is, however, for the present important class of Lie algebras not too bad, as is indicated by the remaining material of this section.
DEFINITION. Let 9tfl be a linear Lie algebra over F. A torus of 9TC is a subalgebra of 9ÎI which, upon extension of the base field of 9ÏI to its algebraic closure, becomes diagonalizable. A semisimple element of 9fll is an element of 9TC which is contained in some torus of îiïl. A torus of 9ÎI is F-split if it is diagonalizable over F itself. If 9ïl p C9TC, 9ÎI is said to be F-split if 9TC has a torus of maximal dimension which is F-split. DEFINITION . A subalgebra X of £ is of maximal ad-rank if ad 3C contains a torus of ad <£ of maximal dimension.
The next theorem insures the existance of a large number of Cartan subalgebras of maximal ad-rank. THEOREM 
If characteristic F is p>0, and if (ad <£) p Cad £ and ad £ is F-split, then £ is spanned as vector over F by the union of all Cartan subalgebras of maximal ad-rank.
DEFINITION. Cart Ma x <£= {3C£Cart £\ X is of maximal ad-rank}. DEFINITION . For x in £, Cart* <£ = {3C£Cart Ma x £|#(£3C and x is a common eigenvector for all of the semisimple elements of adjstfC}.
For 3C in Cart*<£, let 3C 8 (l+#) = {fc(/+ad x)\ ad h is a semisimple element of ad £ 3C}. The Lie algebra generated by ad 3C 8 (l+x) is nilpotent, so the following definition makes sense. DEFINITION (2) 3C = 3Ci, 3Cie*i = 3C2, • • • , 3C w e*n = x'.
Linear Lie ^-algebras.
In this section, £ denotes a linear Lie ^-algebra, that is, a linear Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic p>0 which is closed under pth powers. It is well known that if K is a field extension of F, then £<g> F K can be regarded canonically as a linear Lie ^-algebra. The 9lorm °U of the above theorem is not always a maximal solvable subalgebra of £. Also, it can happen, for F algebraically closed, that (B is a maximal triangular subalgebra of £ such that 9lorm (B = (B, but (B is not maximal solvable in £ and 9lil (B is not a maximal nil subalgebra of <£.
5. Algebraic Lie algebras. Throughout the remainder of the paper, we assume that £ is the Lie algebra Lie G of a connected linear algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field F having characteristic p>3. The adjoint representation of G in Lie G is denoted by Ad. The centralizer (respectively normalizer) in £ of a subset 9TC of £ is denoted by e(9H) (respectively 91(911)). The centralizer (respectively normalizer) in G of a subset 9ÏI of £ or G is denoted by C(9TC) (respectively iV(9TC)). The connected component of the identity of a closed subgroup H of G is denoted by Ho. are isomorphic.
